How to locate a document in the room?

Once you have located the document you want in the Cercabib, you need to write down the **topography**. **Reservation** documents must be requested from the staff at the P2 counter.

If you have any questions about CRAI Library, you have the S@U, a virtual information service where you can also send your complaints, suggestions and thanks, 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

**Servei d’Atenció als Usuaris (S@U)**
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Mundet Campus CRAI Library has a total area of 3,865 m², divided into two floors with the corresponding loft.

You can find specialized funds that support the teaching and research of the teaching given in the faculties of Education and Psychology.

Spaces and equipment
- 846 reading points.
- 51 consultation computers.
- Learning room with 20 computers.
- Wi-fi and Eduroam access.
- 8 group or individual workrooms.
- 2 mailboxes for returning books.
- 15 laptops for loan.
- 1 self-loan machine.
- Information projector.
- ZoomText and Non Visual Desktop Access (NVDA) and magnifying glass programs for visually impaired users.
- Table with special height for wheelchair and chair for reading standing up.
- Zoning of spaces according to noise level.

Cercabib: https://cercabib.ub.edu/

Consult all the services offered by the CRAI at: https://crai.ub.edu/en/crai-services

Cercabib is the CRAI discovery tool of the University of Barcelona. With it you can search simultaneously in different funds of the CRAI regardless of the support, type or location of the resource.

Cercabib: cercabib.ub.edu

You can manage your loans, reserve documents, whether they are available or borrowed by another user. Renewals can be made at the counter, by phone or through the "My account" option.

Loan: crai.ub.edu/en/crai-services/loans

You can manage your loans, reserve documents, whether they are available or borrowed by another user. Renewals can be made at the counter, by phone or through the "My account" option.

Consortium loan (PUC): crai.ub.edu/en/crai-services/loans/loans-puc

It allows you to borrow documents from another library of the Consortium of University Services of Catalonia (CSUC) free of charge. It can be done on site or via the web.

Interlibrary loan: crai.ub.edu/en/crai-services/loans/inter-library-loans

It aims to locate and obtain documents that are not in the CRAI of the UB and that are not available through the PUC, for example, to obtain copies of articles from any of the journals that are in the CSUC. It is a paid service.

Formation: crai.ub.edu/en/crai-services/user-training

The Library organizes tailor-made training sessions to publicize the spaces, resources and services available, in order to contribute to the improvement of users' skills in consulting information resources such as specialized databases.

You will find these and other electronic resources at: https://crai.ub.edu/en/information-resources

Collection
Mundet Campus CRAI Library combines research funds and specialized funds from the studies of Social Education, Teacher Training, Pedagogy, Psychology, Psychopedagogy and Social Work. The collections consist of monographs, paper journals, electronic resources and audiovisual material.

There are also special collections: Library of the Normal School of the Generalitat (1931-39), tests, textbooks, children's and youth literature and holdings of Editorial Mateu.

Virtual Campus: campusvirtual.ub.edu

It is the platform for teaching use that contains the recommended bibliography, reference texts, online exercises and other materials of the subjects. The student must identify himself with the UB username and password.

The library from home: the SIRE: crai.ub.edu/sire

The Intermediate Service for access to Electronic Resources (SIRE) allows you to access the electronic information resources contracted by the UB's CRAI from a computer / device located inside or outside the UB network. To access it, you must have the UB identifier and the password with which you access the UB intranet.

The Library on social media
Contact us or send us any questions about the Library through our social networks. Subscribe to keep up to date with our activities.